Swedish local authority cuts school
laptop theft by 85% with Absolute
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“Absolute is extremely effective.
If Kristinehamns Kommun didn’t
have the kind of protection
Absolute offers, laptop thefts
would grow and that would be
a huge problem both financially
and for our main aim of
providing high-quality, secure
learning services to schools.
Also, the service and support
that the company provides
is excellent. Absolute delivers
what they promise and this is
not always the case with other
vendors and solutions.”

Michael Örnstedt, Co-ordinator/
educator for Kristinehamn Schools,
ICT
Kristinehamns Kommun
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Kristinehamns Kommun is the local authority for the town of
Kristinehamn on the shores of Lake Värmland in south west
Sweden. The authority provides a range of local services to
Kristinehamn’s 24,000 residents. One of its main functions is
education, supporting 13 senior schools and 18 junior schools,
serving around 4,000 students.

BACKGROUND
One of Kristinehamns Kommun’s roles is to provide Integrated Computer
Technology (ICT) services to schools. In 2010, the authority launched an
IT programme to provide every senior school student and teacher with
a laptop to enhance learning. These devices are used for school work,
information research and communicating with staff and other students.
The aim was to provide students with a computer for their senior school
life and allow them to use the device outside as well as inside school.
But the benefits and unrestricted mobile use of laptops presented
Kristinehamns Kommun with a security problem.

THE CHALLENGE
Once the laptops had been distributed, the authority found there was a
growing problem with lost and stolen devices. During the initial two-year
period, 1,500 laptops were deployed and around 52 of them disappeared
resulting in a potential loss in hardware costs of about $72,000. Most
devices were never recovered – and although insurance was in place
it did not always cover the loss or theft since the authority could not
ensure laptops were properly secured outside the school environment.

THE SOLUTION
Michael Örnstedt, ICT co-ordinator/educator for schools at Kristinehamns
Kommun said, “Our goal was to reduce the theft – if possible – down
to zero. We weren’t aware of any solution so we investigated and
discovered Absolute. Initially, we thought what Absolute promised was
just too good to be true. But it turned out we had found exactly what we
needed.”

The authority also looked at two or three alternative solutions but none
of them could offer the capability or level of protection that Absolute
provides.
Kristinehamns Kommun is now installing Absolute across its fleet of
2,200 laptops. More than half of the laptops are protected with Absolute,
with other older devices scheduled for activation when they are
replaced. One of the authority’s most effective strategies has been to
tell everyone using the laptops about Absolute and how it can be used
to trace and recover a lost or stolen device, even when the hard disk has
been re-formatted. Örnstedt believes this has had a dramatic impact,
with a reduction in laptop theft of more than 85%.
After Absolute was rolled out, around 6 devices were either lost or stolen.
Absolute was used to successfully recover every device, some within a
couple of days. A recent incident involved a break-in and the theft of a
laptop that occurred at a school on a Wednesday evening. Absolute was
used to recover and return the device to the authority by the following
Tuesday.
Kristinehamns Kommun is beginning to use some of the other features
of Absolute. One student left school and forgot to return their laptop. The
authority used Absolute to freeze the device and send a message to the
student who promptly returned it.

RESULTS
MASSIVE REDUCTION IN THEFT
Theft of laptops has been
reduced by 85%

SECURE AND RELIABLE
LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Teachers and students have
consistent access to the
devices they need to deliver and
receive an education

PRESERVATION OF IT BUDGETS
Schools can recover lost and
stolen devices versus paying for
replacements
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